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Marc Snoeck3, John Vissing4, Capucine Trollet5,6, George Dickson5, Aymeric Chartier7, Martine Simonelig7,

Gert-Jan B van Ommen1, Silvere M van der Maarel1 and Vered Raz1*

Abstract

Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD) is a late-onset progressive muscle disorder caused by a poly-alanine

expansion mutation in the Poly(A) Binding Protein Nuclear 1 (PABPN1). The molecular mechanisms that regulate

disease onset and progression are largely unknown. In order to identify molecular pathways that are consistently

associated with OPMD, we performed an integrated high-throughput transcriptome study in affected muscles of

OPMD animal models and patients. The ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) was found to be the most consistently

and significantly OPMD-deregulated pathway across species. We could correlate the association of the UPS OPMD-

deregulated genes with stages of disease progression. The expression trend of a subset of these genes is age-

associated and therefore, marks the late onset of the disease, and a second group with expression trends relating

to disease-progression. We demonstrate a correlation between expression trends and entrapment into PABPN1

insoluble aggregates of OPMD-deregulated E3 ligases. We also show that manipulations of proteasome and

immunoproteasome activity specifically affect the accumulation and aggregation of mutant PABPN1. We suggest

that the natural decrease in proteasome expression and its activity during muscle aging contributes to the onset of

the disease.

Background
Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD) is a late-

onset progressive muscle disorder for which the under-

lying molecular mechanisms are largely unknown. This

autosomal dominant muscular dystrophy has an esti-

mated prevalence of 1 in 100,000 worldwide [1]. A

higher prevalence has been reported in the Jewish Cau-

casian and French-Canadian populations (1 in 600 and 1

in 1,000, respectively) [2,3]. OPMD is caused by expan-

sion of a homopolymeric alanine (Ala) stretch at the

N-terminus of the Poly(A) Binding Protein Nuclear 1

(PABPN1) by two to seven additional Ala residues [4].

Although PABPN1 is ubiquitously expressed, the clinical

and pathological features of OPMD are restricted to a

subset of skeletal muscles, causing progressive ptosis,

dysphagia, and limb muscle weakness. In affected mus-

cles, the expanded PABPN1 (expPABPN1) accumulates

in intranuclear inclusions (INI) [5]. Animal models for

OPMD were generated in Drosophila, mice and Caenor-

habditis elegans with a muscle-specific expression of

expPABPN1 [6-8]. These models recapitulate INI forma-

tion and progressive muscle weakness in OPMD, and a

correlation between INI formation and muscle weakness

has been reported [6-8]. In these OPMD models protein

disaggregation approaches attenuate muscle symptoms

[8-10]. So far, however, the molecular mechanisms that

are associated with OPMD onset and progression are

not known. Previously, we performed transcriptome

analysis on skeletal muscles from a mouse model of

OPMD and found massive gene deregulation, which was

reflected by a broad spectrum of altered cellular path-

ways [11]. We found an association of transcriptional

changes with muscle atrophy [11]. Muscle atrophy was

recently reported in homozygous OPMD patients [2].
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However, the vast majority of OPMD patients are het-

erozygous and muscle atrophy is not a common patho-

logical characteristic of the disease in its early stages.

Importantly, a mouse model with low and constitutive

expPABPN1 expression exhibits minor muscle defects

without muscle atrophy [12]. Hino et al. [12] suggested

that the extent of muscle symptoms caused by

expPABPN1 depends on the expression level. Therefore,

it is not known whether the massive transcriptional

changes in affected muscles of the A17.1 OPMD model

[11] are due to the high over-expression of expPABPN1

or if they are common with transcriptional changes in

OPMD patients.

We have generated microarrays of OPMD carriers at

pre-symptomatic and symptomatic stages. Since OPMD

is categorized as a rare disorder in Western countries,

limited patient material is an obstacle in reaching con-

clusive results. Therefore, we performed a cross-species

transcriptome study by integrating transcriptome data

from Drosophila and mouse models and heterozygous

OPMD patients. We hypothesized that OPMD-asso-

ciated molecular mechanisms would be consistently

deregulated across species. As bioinformatics analyses

of gene expression are biased by the computational

approaches [13], here we integrated three computational

methods to obtain a higher degree of confidence and

reproducibility. The ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS)

was identified as the most significant and consistent

OPMD-deregulated pathway across species.

Results
Genome-wide expression profiles from the Drosophila

and mouse OPMD models [6,11] were integrated with

the expression profiles of heterozygous OPMD carriers

(datasets are described in Additional file 1 Table S1 and

Table S2). Genes that are differentially expressed between

OPMD and controls (OPMD-deregulated) were identi-

fied using limma model in R [14]. To identify the most

prominent and consistent feature across all species, com-

parative pathway analysis was performed using three

computational methods (Additional file 1 Figure S1). In

literature-aided analyses [15], the term ‘ubiquitination’

was found to be the most strongly associated biomedical

concept with OPMD-deregulated genes (Table 1 and

Additional file 1 Table S3). A regression-based analysis

using global test (GT) [16], and an enrichment method

using the Database for Annotation, Visualization, and

Integrated Discovery (DAVID) [17,18] revealed highly

significant deregulation of ubiquitin-proteasome system

(UPS)-related GO (Gene Ontology) categories and KEGG

(Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) pathways

across species (Table 1).

To evaluate the level of concordance between the animal

models and OPMD patients, gene overlap between the

OPMD-deregulated UPS genes was determined. Homolo-

gous genes were annotated using the HomoloGene and

Inparanoid databases (see Methods). In total, 16%, 32%

and 25% of the genes annotated to the UPS were identi-

fied as OPMD-deregulated in Drosophila, mice and

humans, respectively (Figure 1A). More than half of the

OPMD-deregulated genes in Drosophila (59%) over-

lapped with their mouse or human homologous genes,

and close to half (45% and 51%) overlapped between

mouse and human genes, respectively (Figure 1A). The

similarity of deregulation direction across species was

demonstrated for 14 genes, for which probes were found

in all organisms (Figure 1B). Similar transcriptional

changes were found for 13 homologous genes in mouse

and human datasets. Among those, eight genes showed

similar changes in Drosophila. These results show the

consistent UPS deregulation in OPMD.

To validate the microarray analyses, quantitative RT-

PCR (Q-PCR) was performed on 19 OPMD-deregulated

UPS genes from mice. Genes were selected based on

P-value and >1.3-fold change criteria. For 17/19 genes

(89%), Q-PCR results confirmed the results of the micro-

array analyses (Additional file 1 Figure S2). This demon-

strates the reproducibility and validity of the microarray

statistical analyses.

In the A17.1 mouse model, muscle atrophy is more

prominent in fast glycolytic fibers (quadriceps) as com-

pared with slow oxidative fibers (soleus) [11]. Since

muscle atrophy is regulated by the UPS [19-21], we ana-

lyzed the muscle-type specific expression of 10 OPMD-

deregulated UPS genes in order to identify a correlation

with muscle atrophy. Q-PCR was performed on RNA

isolated from quadriceps and soleus of six-week-old

A17.1 and control (Friend Virus B inbred (FVB)) mice.

The majority (8 out of 10) of genes showed no fiber-

type specificity (Figure 1C). Only the deregulation of

Trim63 [11] and Ube3b were specific to fast glycolytic

fibers (Figure 1C). This suggests that the majority of

OPMD-deregulated UPS genes are not associated with

muscle atrophy in the A17.1 mouse.

The UPS involves an enzymatic cascade of ubiquitina-

tion and degradation steps. The ubiquitination steps start

with ubiquitin activation, which requires the ubiquitin-

activating enzyme (E1) and ubiquitin (Ub). This process

results in the binding of Ub to the E2-conjugating enzyme.

In a subsequent step the target protein is ubiquitinated

with Ub-E2 and E3-ligase complexes, which ensures target

specificity. Poly-ubiquitinated proteins are subjected to

degradation. This step is employed by the deubiquitinating

enzymes (DUBs) and the proteasome [22,23]. Deregulation

of genes involved in the ubiquitin activation step was not

found to be consistent between OPMD and the models

(Figure 2 and Table 2). Ubiquitin up-regulation was pre-

viously reported in a non-muscle cell model for OPMD
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[24]. Our study identified only one ubiquitin-encoding

gene to be up regulated in mouse and human genomes,

but these deregulated genes were not consistent across

species. The E2-conjugating enzymes were significantly

deregulated in Drosophila and mouse genomes, whereas

in humans, the P-value for these enzymes was not signifi-

cant. This suggests a weak association of E2 deregulation

with OPMD (Figure 2 and Table 2). In contrast, consistent

deregulation was found for E3-ligases, DUBs, and protea-

some (Figure 2 and Table 2). The significance of this

Table 1 Deregulation of ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) in OPMD in Drosophila, human and mouse

Drosophilaa Mouse Human

Literature Analysis

Ubiquitination # 2 # 1 # 1

GO Categories

Ubiquitin-dependent Protein Catabolic Process 2.81E-04 2.27E-07 1.22E-03

Protein Ubiquitination 7.57E-03 1.88E-05 9.24E-04

Proteasomal Protein Catabolic Process 6.51E-03 2.23E-07 1.86E-03

KEGG Pathways

Ubiquitin Mediated Proteolysis 2.03E-03 8.25E-08 1.52E-03

Proteasome 2.15E-04 1.37E-07 9.27E-03

For Drosophila and mouse P-values are derived from the combined analysis of the three time points using global test, where age was included as a confounder

in the model.

Figure 1 Cross species deregulation of ubiquitin-proteasome in OPMD. A) Venn-diagram displaying the overlap in OPMD-deregulated

genes in UPS across species. In mice and Drosophila, OPMD-deregulated genes should be consistently deregulated in at least two time points.

The total number of genes in UPS is indicated in italics. The list of OPMD-deregulated UPS genes is in Additional File 2. B) Transcriptional

changes of selected genes in UPS in different organisms. Histograms display the log2(ratio) of the measured expression values in Drosophila

(white bars), mice (gray bars), and humans (black bars). Significant changes with the adjusted P < 0.05 are indicated by *. C) RT Q-PCR validation

of selected deregulated genes in UPS was carried out on quadriceps (i) and soleus (ii) muscles of six-week-old mice. Histograms show the

measured expression values for A17.1 and FVB mice using Q-PCR. Significant changes of measured expression values of A17.1 mice as compared

to FVB with the P < 0.05 are indicated by *.
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strong association was further evaluated by gene-overlap

of homologous genes in humans and mice (Table 2). The

gene overlap between mice and humans was found to be

significant for all these three UPS components (P-values

are 6.64E-08 for E3-ligases, 1.37E-02 for DUBs and 1.70E-

02 for the proteasome). Overall, this analysis demonstrates

consistent deregulation of E3-ligases, DUBs and protea-

some across species.

OPMD is characterized by a late onset and a slow pro-

gression of muscle weaknesses [4,25]. Progressive muscle

weakness has also been reported in the mouse model [7].

In 6-week-old mice symptoms were not detected, while

muscle weakness was present in 18-week-old mice and

was more pronounced by 26 weeks [7]. If changes in

expression levels are associated with disease onset and

progression, a correlation between age and expression

levels should be expected. A linear regression model was

applied to the mouse UPS genes at three time points in

order to identify genes that their expression trends are

progressively changed. 80% of the OPMD-deregulated

UPS genes show a progressive trend, which is age-

associated (N = 171/217, Additional file 1 Figure S3A,

examples for progressive expression trends are shown in

Figure 3Ai). To identify genes with expression trends

that are specific to the disease a regression model that

combines age and disease features was applied. In 30%

of the age-associated OPMD-deregulated UPS genes

(N = 50, Figure S3B) the progression trends significantly

Figure 2 OPMD deregulated genes in the UPS. Pie charts show the relative distribution of the UPS units (light colors) and OPMD-deregulated

genes (dark colors) per organism. Numbers indicate the percentage of OPMD-deregulation.

Table 2 The distribution of OPMD-deregulated genes in UPS functional units and protein degradation categories

Drosophila Mouse Human Overlap mouse vs.
human

# Total
Genes

% D.E.
Genes

PValue
(FDR)

# Total
Genes

% D.E.
Genes

P-Value
(FDR)

# Total
Genes

% D.E.
Genes

P-Value
(FDR)

# D.E.
Genes

% D.E.
Genes

Ubiquitin 2 50.00 4.18E-05 3 11.11 1.28E-01 3 33.33 1.19E-01 0 00.00

E1 Ubiquitin
Activation

4 16.67 1.24E-01 7 04.76 7.29E-02 7 14.29 7.94E-02 0 00.00

E2 Ubiquitin
Conjugation

22 13.64 9.19E-06 33 44.42 1.51E-08 34 23.53 7.31E-02 3 37.50

E3 Ubiquitin
Ligase

249 13.99 1.92E-04 526 29.58 1.64E-08 586 24.74 4.35E-03 69 47.59

Deubiquitination
(DUB)

35 20.00 1.63E-05 72 45.83 1.48E-08 75 24.00 3.15E-02 13 72.22

¥ Proteasome 47 29.79 2.15E-04 37 36.94 1.37E-07 37 51.35 9.27E-03 11 57.90

¥ Autophagy 16 25.00 1.07E-03 39 30.77 8.13E-08 32 18.75 1.37E-02 1 16.67

¥Lysosome 60 5.00 1.64E-02 75 25.33 6.06E-03 73 24.68 1.54E-02 6 33.33

The number of annotated genes per unit, the percentage of OPMD-deregulated (D.E.) genes and P-values are indicated per organism. For Drosophila and mouse

statistics is generated in combined datasets from three time points. The overlap in OPMD-deregulated genes between humans and mice and the percentage of

deregulated genes in human D.E. genes are indicated. Protein degradation machineries are depicted by ¥.
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Figure 3 Progressive changes in UPS gene expression. Progression trends for selected genes in mice (i) and humans (ii). Expression values

were normalized to six-week-old WT in mice, and to young healthy controls (19 years old on average) in humans. P-values demonstrate the

significance of differences in expression trends between controls and OPMD samples. A) The age-associated progression trend is indicated by

P-value >0.05. B) The genotype-specific progression trend is indicated by P-values <0.05. SD represents variations in mice (6 weeks N = 5 and

26 weeks N = 6) and in humans (expPABPN1 carriers N = 4 and controls N = 5). C) RT Q-PCR validation of selected deregulated genes in UPS

was carried out on skeletal muscles of 6-week-old and 26-week-old mice. Histograms show the log2(ratio) of the measured expression values

using microarray and Q-PCR. Significant changes with the P <0.05 are indicated by *.
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(P-value <0.05) differed between A17.1 and the wild-type

(WT) controls (examples for progressive expression trends

are shown in Figure 3Bi). The genes with disease-specific

progression can be used to mark disease progression and

could contribute to disease onset and progression. The

group of genes whose expression changes with age inde-

pendent from the disease, however, may contribute to the

late onset of the disease.

The vast majority of OPMD-deregulated UPS genes,

which exhibit progressive expression profiles encode for

E3-ligases (Additional file 1 Figure S3). Expression

trends for selected E3-ligases are presented in Figure 3.

Confirmation of the analysis in mice was carried out on

the human homologues (Figure 3). The age-associated

expression trends were similar between A17.1 and WT

in mice and between controls and expPABPN1 carriers

at pre-symptomatic and symptomatic stages in humans

(Figure 3A). The progression trends did not significantly

differ between genotypes (P-value >0.05). In contrast,

for those genes with expression trends associated with

age and disease the expression trends of controls signifi-

cantly differed from those of OPMD subjects (Figure 3B,

P-value <0.05). Validation of progression analysis was

performed by Q-PCR analysis of RNA from 6- and

26-week-old mice (Figure 3C). The Q-PCR results

demonstrate the reproducibility and validity of the

microarray progression analysis.

In the progression analysis some differences between

humans and mice were noted. The progression of Trim63

is mouse-specific, whereas the expression of the human

TRIM63 is not age-associated or OPMD-deregulated

(Figure 3B). Asb11 is down regulated in mice while it is up

regulated in humans (Figure 3A). The expression trend of

Socs4 in mice is negative while in humans it is positive

(Figure 3B). These discrepancies could reflect differences

between the two organisms or between the heterozygous

and the high over-expression situation.

Expression of expPABPN1 leads to INI formation in

affected muscles [7,11]. Previous studies have demon-

strated that ubiquitin and proteasome proteins co-localize

with INI in affected muscles [26] and in non-muscle

cells [24,27]. Since INI formation is a hallmark of OPMD,

we studied whether the expression profiles of OPMD-

deregulated E3-ligases correlate with their entrapment

with expPABPN1 in INI. Co-localization was analyzed

with an immunofluorescence procedure in C2C12 myo-

tubes expressing expPABPN1 fused to yellow fluorescent

protein (YFP). From the E3-ligases encoding genes that

showed an association with disease onset or progression

(Figure 3), five were selected for co-localization studies

using specific antibodies recognizing single proteins at the

appropriate molecular weights. All five proteins showed

nuclear localization in myotubes and co-localized with

expPABPN1 in INI (Figure 4). Arih1, Asb11 and Ddb1

co-localized with all sizes of INI structures (Figure 4A)

while the co-localization of Trim63 and Fbxo32 proteins

were only evident for larger INI structures (Figure 4B,

highlighted in boxes). This suggests a correlation between

changes in expression trends and temporal entrapment in

INI.

The proteasome is composed of core and regulatory

subunits. Genes encoding for the proteasome core subu-

nit were prominently down regulated in mice and

humans (66% and 75%, respectively), while no preference

in deregulation direction was found for the regulatory

subunit (Figure 5A andAdditional file 1 Table S5).

Down-regulation of the proteasome could affect protein

degradation and, hence, protein accumulation. In C2C12

myoblasts that were treated with low concentrations

(5 μM) of the proteasome inhibitor MG132, the accumu-

lation of expPABPN1 was significantly higher as com-

pared with mock-treated cells (Figure 5B). Similarly,

treatment with the DUB inhibitor, PR619, also caused

expPABPN1 accumulation (Figure 5B). High nuclear

accumulation of expPABPN1, which accompanies INI

formation, was consistently measured in MG132-treated

cells using a cell-based intensity fluorescence quantifica-

tion assay (Figure 5C). Thus, reduced proteasome and

DUB activities in muscle cells promoted expPABPN1

accumulation and INI formation in muscle cells. How-

ever, expPABPN1 accumulation stimulated by protea-

some inhibition is not specific to muscle cells [24].

In addition to the proteasome, the lysosome and the

autophagy machineries can also facilitate protein catabo-

lism. To evaluate whether one of these machineries could

also regulate expPABPN1 protein accumulation, the sig-

nificance of deregulation in OPMD was analyzed. Overall,

deregulation of lysosome and autophagy were not consis-

tent across species. The lysosome KEGG pathway was

evaluated as significantly deregulated in OPMD across

species by GT but not by DAVID analysis (Table 2). How-

ever, in the literature-aided analysis, only a low level of

association was found between OPMD-deregulated genes

and lysosome in Drosophila and humans (ranked at posi-

tions 196 and 789, respectively), while no association was

found in mice. Similarly, the autophagy KEGG pathway

was significant across species based on GT but not on

DAVID analysis (Table 2). In the literature-aided analysis,

autophagy was ranked 12 in mice, but a lower priority

(ranked 136 and 154) was found in Drosophila and

humans, respectively. Furthermore, the OPMD-deregu-

lated gene overlap between mice and humans was not sig-

nificant for either lysosome or autophagy pathways (P-

values: 5.37E-01 and 3.70E-01, respectively). This is in

sharp contrast to the consistent proteasome deregulation

found across species. This indicates that, from the protein

degradation pathways, only proteasome deregulation is

consistently associated with OPMD across species. From
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Figure 4 Co-localization of selected E3 ligases with INI in C2C12 myotubes expressing YFP-Ala16PABPN1. Immunostaining of E3-ligases

was visualized with Alexa-594 secondary antibodies. Co-localization with expPABPN1 in myotubes is demonstrated in the merge image. A 2.5X

magnification of nuclei containing expPABPN1 aggregates is highlighted in a box. A) Arih1, Asb11 and Ddb1 E3 ligases show consistent

co-localization with aggregated YFP-Ala16-PABPN1. B) Trim63 and Fbxo32 E3 ligases show progressively more co-localization with YFP-Ala16-

PABPN1 as INI size increases. Scale bar is 10 μm.
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Figure 5 The effect of altered proteasome activity on expPABPN1 accumulation and aggregation. A) Substantial deregulation of

proteasome and immunoproteasome encoding genes in mice and humans. Down-regulation (green) is more pronounced in the core subunit

of the proteasome. Immunoproteasome shows consistent up-regulation (red) in both organisms. B) Western blot analysis of YFP-Ala16-PABPN1

transfected C2C12 cells that were treated with 5 μM MG132 or 5 nM PR619. Control cells were treated with DMSO. C) Images show YFP-Ala16-

PABPN1 localization in C2C12 after mock-treatment (DMSO), 5 μM MG132 or 5 U/ml IFNg. Scale bar equals 10 μm. Histograms show the

integrated intensity of YFP-Ala16-PABPN1 (i) or Histone4-CFP (control) (ii), and the percentage of cells with INI in YFP-Ala16-PABPN1 expressing

cells (iii). Averages represent 509, 773 and 476 cells for DMSO, MG132 and IFNg, respectively. Significant difference between treatments is

reflected by P-values.
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this analysis we cannot exclude lysosome or autophagy

deregulation in OPMD, but the lack of consistency across

species and in three bioinformatics analyses suggests a

smaller contribution as compared with the proteasome.

In contrast to the down-regulation of genes in the core-

subunit, the expression of genes encoding for the immu-

noproteasome subunit (the cytokine-induced proteasome)

was consistently elevated in OPMD (Figure 5A). The

immunoproteasome was initially identified in cells of the

immune system after cytokine induction, which is involved

in MHC-class-I antigen presentation [28]. However, the

accumulation of cytokine-induced proteasome proteins

was also found in aging skeletal muscle cells [29]. Treat-

ment of C2C12 myoblasts with IFNg, an inducer of immu-

noproteasome activity [30], led to a significant reduction

in nuclear expPABPN1 accumulation (Figure 5C, Ci) and

INI formation (Figure 5Ciii). In contrast to expPABPN1,

accumulation of Histone4, which is also a nuclear protein,

was not significantly affected by manipulation of protea-

some activity (Figure 5Cii). This suggests that the accumu-

lation of expPABPN1, but not of Histone4, is receptive to

the level of proteasome and immunoproteasome activity.

Together, our results demonstrate that the UPS degrada-

tion machinery regulates expPABPN1 accumulation.

Discussion
UPS is a cellular regulator of homeostasis and is involved

in a wide spectrum of human diseases including cancer,

neurodegenerative disorders and diabetes [31-35]. Dereg-

ulation of UPS has been reported for myotonic dystrophy

type 1 [36] and muscle atrophy in mice [19-21]. In addi-

tion, altered UPS activity has been associated with muscle

aging [33,37]. Together these studies suggest that muscle

cell function is tightly regulated by the UPS. In this

study, we identified the UPS as the most consistently and

significantly deregulated cellular machinery in OPMD

animal models and patients. Transcriptome studies in

non-muscle cells expressing expPABPN1 did not reveal

substantial and predominant deregulation of UPS genes

[38]. This indicates that the effect of expPABPN1 on UPS

deregulation is specific to muscle cells. Since PABPN1 is

ubiquitously expressed in every cell but the phenotype is

limited to muscle cells this suggests that UPS deregula-

tion confers the muscle-specific pathogenesis of OPMD.

From six UPS components, only E3-ligases, DUBs and

the proteasome were found to be consistently and promi-

nently deregulated in OPMD across species. Relevant to

OPMD proteasome activity is reduced during muscle

aging [29,33,37], and is associated with transcriptional

deregulation of proteasomal genes [37]. In the analysis of

expression trends the expression of 89% of the OPMD-

deregulated proteasome genes were found to be age-

associated. This suggests that the natural decrease in pro-

teasome expression during muscle aging can contribute

to the late onset of the disease. Our analysis revealed that

the core subunit of the proteasome is the only UPS subu-

nit that was consistently down-regulated which can cause

reduced activity of the proteasome machinery. In a recent

study, we found that expression of expPABPN1 in myo-

tubes leads to down-regulation of proteasome-encoding

genes, and causing the accumulation of expPABPN1 pro-

tein (unpublished data). However, proteasome regulation

of expPABPN1 accumulation and INI formation is not

specific to muscle cells [24]. Since in patients INI are

formed only in muscle cells, this suggests that proteasome

down-regulation during muscle aging triggers expPABPN1

accumulation. In turn, accumulation of expPABPN1 leads

to extensive proteasome down-regulation in OPMD

(Figure 6). This feed-forward model could justify the mus-

cle-specific INI formation and the late onset in OPMD.

Hypothesizing that changes in expression levels could

reflect pathological changes in disease status we have stu-

died the correlation between transcriptional changes of

OPMD-deregulated UPS genes and age. Noticeably, the

expression of the vast majority of the OPMD-deregulated

UPS genes is progressed during normal muscle aging. This

suggests that transcriptional changes of these genes are

associated with disease onset. The expression trends of a

subset of these genes showed disease-specific progression.

Among those, Trim63 and Fbxo32 exhibited disease pro-

gression in mice. Both genes are known for regulating

muscle atrophy in mice [19-21]. In the OPMD mouse

model, muscle atrophy in exhibited only in fast muscle

glycolytic fibres and Trim63 expression correlates with

muscle atrophy in A17.1 [11]. However, the majority of

the OPMD-deregulated UPS genes did not show fibre-

type specific expression. This could suggest that UPS

deregulation in OPMD has a broader pathological effect

than muscle atrophy. Indeed, in affected muscles of

OPMD patients, atrophy may be evident only at a later

stage of disease progression; although a high degree of

consistency between expression trends in mice and

humans was found for the majority of the genes analyzed

in this study. Trim63 deregulation and progression is

probably mouse-specific, as OPMD-deregulation or pro-

gression was not found in humans. Fbxo32, however, was

consistently deregulated in both organisms and, therefore,

can be a candidate for regulating disease progression and

muscle atrophy in humans. After mining the NCBI dataset

for tissue-specific expression (Unigene Hs.352183, Build

No. 228 released 2010), Asb11 was noted for its specific

expression in skeletal muscles. Since Asb11 is consistently

OPMD-deregulated in humans and mice, and its expres-

sion trend is associated with disease onset it could repre-

sent a relevant candidate for functional genomic studies.

This shows that cross-species transcriptome and progres-

sion analyses can be used to identify target molecules for

future studies.
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OPMD is characterized by INI formation. The role of

INIs in disease pathogenesis is unknown. Previous stu-

dies have shown that many genes whose expression is

deregulated by expPABPN1 are found to be co-localized

in INI [38]. Components of the proteasome, which is

OPMD-deregulated, also co-localize in INI [24,27]. We

also found that many of the OPMD deregulated E3-

ligases are entrapped in INI. Moreover, we demonstrate

a correlation between temporal changes in expression

levels and sequential entrapment in INI. Together these

studies suggest that entrapment in INI could lead to

transcriptional deregulation. It is possible that protein

entrapment in INI affects gene expression through a

compensatory mechanism resulting in altered transcrip-

tional profiles.

Conclusions
In this study, we combined expression datasets from

three organisms and disease models with different bioin-

formatics analyses in a single study. This allowed us to

identify with high confidence the UPS as the most pre-

dominantly deregulated cellular pathway in OPMD. This

approach differs from most microarray studies where

results are derived from a single computational analysis

performed on a single organism. We show that with this

combined bioinformatics approach the list of deregu-

lated pathways can be prioritized with high confidence.

This approach can facilitate studies with complex biolo-

gical situations and massive gene deregulation, such as

late onset disorders and rare-diseases.

The most significant and novel finding in this study is

the substantial and cross-species consistent deregulation of

the UPS in OPMD. We propose that protein entrapment

in PABPN1 aggregates is associated with a substantial tran-

scriptional deregulation of the UPS that, in turn, leads to

disruption of homeostasis in skeletal muscles. By taking

advantage of the detailed analysis of gene expression trends

and muscle-expression, we predict that candidate genes

can be selected for functional genomic studies which ulti-

mately lead to the identification of OPMD pathogenesis.

Methods
Generation of microarray datasets

Drosophila and mouse microarray datasets have pre-

viously been published [10,11]. Human quadricep muscle

samples were collected with the needle or by an open

surgical procedure from OPMD patients and family

members as well as from anonymous age-matching

healthy individuals that gave informed consent. The pre-

sence of expansion mutation in PABPN1 in OPMD

patients and pre-symptomatic individuals was determined

with sequencing. Bergstrom needle biopsies from the

(pre)symptomatic patients were approved by the ethical

committee. Total RNA was extracted from skeletal mus-

cles using RNAease Bee (Amsbio, Abingdon, United

Kingdom) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

RNA integration number (RIN) was determined with

RNA 6000 Nano (Agilent Technologies Amstelveen, The

Netherland). RNA with RIN >7 were used for subsequent

steps. RNA labeling was performed with the Illumina®

TotalPrep RNA Amplification kit (Ambion, Austin, TX,

United States) according to the manufacturer’s protocol,

and subsequently was hybridized to Illumina Human v3

Bead arrays. The generated microarray datasets are

Figure 6 A model for the involvement of UPS in OPMD disease pathology. In muscle, age-associated proteasome down-regulation affects

expPABPN1 protein accumulation. Elevated expPABPN1 accumulation affects proteasome deregulation during disease onset. Expression profiles

of E3-ligases can be sued to separate disease onset from progression.
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deposited and publicly available at GEO repository. GEO

accession numbers for mouse and human microarray

datasets are GSE26604 and GSE26605, respectively.

Data processing and statistical analysis

Microarray measurements were normalized using the

quantile method [39]. Each organism and time point

was normalized separately. The quality of the data was

assessed by principal component analysis.

For Drosophila and mice, genes differentially

expressed between OPMD and control subjects were

identified at each time point by applying a hierarchical

linear model using the limma package in R [14]. Human

subjects were grouped into healthy, pre-symptomatic

and symptomatic subjects. P-value cut-offs of 0.05 after

multiple-testing correction using the method of Benja-

mini and Hochberg (False Discovery Rate (FDR) were

applied to the Drosophila and mouse samples and, due

to higher inter-individual variation, a nominal P-value

cut-off of 0.05 was used for human samples) were used.

This resulted in lists of OPMD-deregulated genes for

each time point and organism. Probe annotation was

done using the indac (Drosophila), illuminaMousev1Bea-

dID (mouse), and illuminaHumanv3BeadID (human) R

packages. The OPMD significantly deregulated genes in

the UPS from human and mouse datasets are listed in

Additional File 2.

Pathway analyses

GT [16] was used to identify significant associations

between GO categories or KEGG pathways and OPMD,

while including age as a confounder (Drosophila and mice

only). Gene sets with multiple testing adjusted (Holm’s

method) P-value <0.05 were selected as significant.

DAVID, a functional annotation clustering tool [17,18],

was applied on a list of OPMD-deregulated genes and

pathway redundancy was removed by clustering similar

GO categories and pathways. In addition, biomedical con-

cepts that are associated with OPMD-deregulated genes

were identified using a literature-aided mapping tool, Anni

2.0 [15]. The procedure was performed for each organism

separately. Cross-species analyses were carried out on a

group of homologous genes. Drosophila homologues of

mouse and human genes were annotated using Homolo-

Gene http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/homologene and

Inparanoid http://inparanoid.sbc.su.se online databases.

Integration of three time-points in Drosophila and mice

(Additional file 1 Table S1) were used to identify OPMD-

deregulated pathways across species (Figure 1). A recent

annotation of E3 ligases [40] was used to identify OPMD-

deregulated E3 ligases. The annotation for all other UPS

components is extracted from KEGG. Since the annota-

tion for genes encoding for lysosome is not available in R

packages, we have extracted the annotation from KEGG

website and integrated it into our pathway analyses.

Progression studies

For testing the significance of the association of expres-

sion trends of OPMD-deregulated genes with age, using

limma model in R [14], a linear regression model

(expression ~ aOPMD + bAGE + δ(OPMD × AGE) + ε)

was applied on combined datasets from 6- and 26-week-

old mice. Age-associated changes were identified as

those with b significantly different from zero. OPMD-

and age-associated changes were defined as those with δ

significantly different from zero. To determine whether

the expression profiles of individual genes significantly

differ between controls and OPMD P-values are FDR-

corrected with the cut-off threshold of 0.05.

Quantitative RT-PCR analysis

Primers for Q-PCR validation were designed in the

sequence surrounding the Illumina probe location using

Primer 3 plus program. RT-QPCR was performed

according to the procedure in Trollet et al. [11]. The

list of primers is provided in Table 3.

Cell culture and transfection

C2C12 cells were used for transient transfection experi-

ments. C2C12 cells were cultured in DMEM containing

20% fetal calf serum. Prior to transfection, cells were

seeded on glass. Transfection was carried out in 80%

cell confluence with Lipofectamine™ 2000 (Invitrogen,

Breda, The Netherlands) according to the manufac-

turer’s protocol. Plasmids used for transfection are YFP-

Ala16-PABPN1 and Histone4-CFP. For the proteasome

modification treatments, cells were treated 16 hours

after transfection with DMSO (1:1000), 5 μM MG132

(Sigma-Aldrich St. Louis, MO, UnitedStates), or 5 U/ml

IFNg (HyCult Biotech Uden, The Netherlands) for

20 hours.

Protein detection and Imaging

For immunocytochemistry, 16 hours post-transfection

with YFP-Ala16-PABPN1, C2C12 cells were incubated

with fusion medium (DMEM supplemented with 2.5%

horse serum) for two days, and immunocytochemistry

was performed after a short fixation [41] followed by a

15-minute incubation with 1% Triton X100, during

which PABPN1 aggregates remain intact. Following anti-

body incubations, preparations were mounted in Citi-

fluor (Agar Scientific Essex, United Kingdom)

containing 400 μg/ml of DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich). Immu-

nofluorescent specimens were examined with a fluores-

cence microscope (Leica DM RXA Vienna, Austria), 63×

and 100× lens NA 1.4 plan Apo objective. Integrated
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intensity was measured with ImageJ http://rsbweb.nih.

gov/ij/, and intensity values were corrected for

background.

Antibodies used in this study are: goat anti-Asb-11

(K16) (1:1,000) Santa Cruz Biotechnology Santa Cruz,

CA, United States; rabbit anti-atrogin-1 (1:1,000) ECM

Biosciences Versailles, KY, United States; rabbit anti-

Murf1 (1:1000) ECM Biosciences; goat anti-DDB1

(1:1000) Abcam Cambridge, United Kingdom; mouse

anti-Flag (1:2000) Sigma-Aldrich; rabbit anti-Desmin

MP Biomedicals (Solon, OH, United States). Alexa-Fluor

594 conjugated secondary (Invitrogen) or IRDye 680LT

and 800CW conjugated secondaries (Licor Biosciences

St Lincoln, NE, United States) were used for detection

of first antibody.

Additional material

Additional file 1: Supplementary figures and tables. Table S1:

Overview of genome-wide transcriptome microarray datasets of

Drosophila and mouse OPMD models and muscle biopsies of OPMD

patients. Table S2: Overview of muscle biopsies of OPMD patients and

controls. Table S3: Literature-aided analysis of the association of

biomedical concepts with OPMD-deregulated genes. Table S4: Spreading

of OPMD-deregulation in UPS over the functional components and sub-

classes of E3-ligases. Table S5: Direction of OPMD-deregulation over the

functional components of UPS that are significantly deregulated in all

organisms. Figure S1: Integrated cross-species high-throughput

transcriptome study. Figure S2: Validation of expression level of selected

genes from the pool of UPS OPMD-deregulated genes on the skeletal

muscle of six-week-old OPMD mice, normalized to WT. Figure S3:

Temporal changes in UPS gene expression.

Additional file 2: A list of deregulated UPS genes in mouse and

human datasets. This additional file contains t-statistics (fold change

and P-value) for genes within the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway, in

human and mouse datasets. The t-statistics represent the association of

the gene expression profiles to OPMD.

Abbreviations

Ala: alanine; GO: gene ontology; GT: global test.
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